


is the creative behind 

Immerse yourself in Melissa’s vibrant painterly florals and 
abstract  patterns, all created from her colorful original 

paintings.

With 15+ years working with licensing art to a variety of 
industries, The Artwerk’s Design Studio can help you turn 

your creative visions into reality

Let’s work together to create  fresh, modern, and fun designs 
for your newest products!

MELISSA POLOMSKY 





Founded in 2008 by owner 

MELISSA POLOMSKY
 The Artwerks specializes in

 VIBRANT PAINTERLY FLORALS 
that are hand painted in the artist’s Texas studio.  

Melissa uses a variety of different mediums
 to create her designs:

ACRYLIC, WATERCOLOR, GOUACHE
COLLAGE, INK, PENS

 & COLORED PENCILS
... just to name a few!

Always loving to experiment with new and different techniques, she loves to 
document her creative process and showcases all of her works in progress, 

creative hobbies, and her technicolor life via her 
Facebook and Instagram @TheArtwerks. 





Melissa began her business in 2008 selling her original works of art in her online store.  Her daughter Alexia was born in 2011, and 
in 2012 she graduated with her BFA in studio art. Post university, Melissa began looking for new opportunities to use her artwork in 
fun and exciting ways.

 After several requests from clients to offer her art on home decor items, fabrics, and clothing, she began to transform many of her 
original paintings into modern & unique patterns for textiles by partnering with the fabric print-on-demand company Spoonflower. 
She has been best known for her use of bright & vibrant colors to create dramatic floral prints for fabrics and wallpapers.

You can find Melissa these days in her studio surrounded by acrylics, watercolor, gouache, torn paper for collages, beads, yarn, 
markers, and more. She loves to transform her paintings, drawings, and collages into beautiful repeat patterns for a variety of 
different types of products.

 She currently works from her studio in The Woodlands, Texas and lives with her husband Patrick, daughter Alexia, and their pets!





FABRICS





















FIND OUR ART 
ON:

Women’s Fashion    
Children’s Apparel

Home Decor
Cards

Kitchen & Tabletop
Quilting Fabrics

Gifting
Wall Decor & More!





LET’S COMBINE YOUR PRODUCT IDEAS & MY ARTWORK TO CREATE SOMETHING STUNNING!



Check out a few of our mentions IN THE PRESS!









BOW WOW!!



















FOR LICENSING INQUIRES:

MARCY SILVERMAN
914-282-2053


